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(sEM. rII) (ODD SEM.) TImORY

EXAMINATION, 2OI4-15
SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS

Time : 3 Hours] [Total Marks : 100

Note: - Attempt all questions. All questions carry equal marls. Mssing
data if any may be suitably assumed amd mentioned.

1. Attempt any fourparts of the following: (5X4=20)

a) Determine whether or not signal is periodic. If periodic fiod its
fundamental period.

i) X(t) =sinlSnt
b) Determine the system is linear, time invariant, causal and

memory.

i) Y(nF x2(n) ii) y(t)+ le-tx(t)l
c) Find the Laplace and ROC of the following function.

x(s) : ;t'ft; then find the Laplace of y(t)dx(t)

d) Obtained the Discrete time Fourier transfotm of x(a) :
a!u(n) + a-"u(-n- t)
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ii) x(n)=.r" (eJ srn (T)



e) Determine the output sequence of the system with impulse

response h(n) : (il""t"1 when iryut is complex exponential

sequence xqn| = 4s*
0 Eind the convolution of x1(n) and xz(n) using Zaansform

i) xr(n) = (1,8,4,5) ii) x2(fi = (5,L,2,6,1,4,5)

2. Attempt any fiiur parts of the following: (5X4=20)

a) Find Eoe"gy and Power of the signal.
i) X(t) - cos(t)
ii) x(t)= Ae-"tu(t), a)0

b) Obtained the convolution of x(t)=u(t) and h(t)=l for -l < t < I
c) i) . Find the hplace fransfonn of r(t) = e-Ltu(t * L)

ii) Frndthez-transformorx(n) = fff 0 < n 
= fl 

=t"d) Find the Fourier transform bf the following function using the
properties of Foruier transform.

y (t) - {rt e -3' u(t) * e -ztu(t)

Gi) e signal, x(t) has a Fourier transform grven by X(w) =
1

#.y write down the Fourier rramfonn of xtf - f).
0 Determine inverse Z-Transforrr of the following fimction.

t(r\_ 3+3,62-t+0.62-2
L+O.lZ-1 -0.22-2 +z-s

3. Attempt any two pats of the following: (10X2=20)

a) Evalrrate the convolution integral of x(t)*x(2-t), where x(t) is
shown in figrue below-
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LTI System, which is initiarty at rest is described by differential
equation- ff + 3T + zy(t) = ry. calculate system
ftansfer function and impulse response.

If xG) #;t Find x(t) for
(r) System is stable.
(ii) System is causal.
(iii) System is non causal.

4. Attempt any two puts of the following:

a) i) Determine inverse Ztransform of thea"ryffia; !<z<Z
ii) Obraid DTFT of a Signal X(n)=7zs;r(won)u(n), r( 1b) For a lirear shift invariant system h(n) = u(n _ l) +
u(n - 2) +u(n- 3). nna the frequency response H(eJw). and
plot the magnitude and phase response.

c) An LTI system represented by the folowing difference equation
3y(n) =J y(n-Z) -7y(n-3) +4x(n-l) for n > 0, determine_
i) Impulse response h(n)
ii) obtain cascade and parailel form realization for discrete time
systerL

5. Attenpt any two parts of the following: (10X2=20)

b)

c)

a) When the input to an LTI system is x(n) = 1|lrutn)+ (2f uGn)

1) and the conesponding y(np stlf <nl - 5(3l"oto).
i) Find the system function H(z) of the system & its ROC.ii) Find the irnpulse response h(n) of the system.iii) Is system Stable & causal?

(10X2=20)

following signal
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b)

c)

5# * gry + 4v(t) = 3r(t) for the grven svstem

aescriteO by the above differcntial equation, determine whether

the system is under dampe{ over damped or critically damped-

fudfindthe impulserespouse of the system.

i) Prove Parseval's theorem for continuous time system.

ii) Explain System bmdwidtb md rise time for low pass filter

md prove that tr = 0.35lB-
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